
  

Cookie  Type  Purpose  

iqos-age-verified  Operational  IQOS age verification  

age_confirmed  Operational  It is used to allow the user access to the website after age self-declaration    

cookies_selected  Operational  Used to know if user confirmed accepting cookies  

dw  Operational  

Cookie associated with Demandware eCommerce platform when it is a session 
cookie. Purpose appears to be undocumented but it could be to do with checking 
whether or not a browser is accepting first party cookies.  

dw_migrated  Operational  Flag migration of cookies from old-to-new  

promo_toolbar  Operational  Defines whether the login-toolbar should be displayed  

_dc_gtm_UA-xxxxxxxx  Operational  

This cookie is associated with sites using Google Tag Manager to load other scripts 
and code into a page.  Where it is used it may be regarded as Strictly Necessary as 
without it, other scripts may not function correctly. The end of the name is a 
unique number which is also an identifier for an associated Google Analytics 
account.  

siteLang  Operational  Sets the language of the site presented to the user  

siteMatKey  Operational  Used to identify the session of the user  

AWSELB  
Operational  

This cookie name is associated with the Amazon Web Services Elastic Load 
Balancing functionality for routing client request on the server.  

AWSELBCORS  
Operational  

The cookies AWSALB and AWSALBCORS are functionally the same cookies. The 
latter has an explicit SameSite attribute set because of changes made from 
Chrome 80 and upwards.  

dw_Advertisement_cookie  Operational  Remembers the user preferences for Tracking/Advertising cookies.  



_ga  Performance  

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This cookie is used 
to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client 
identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to calculate visitor, 
session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports. By default it is set to 
expire after 2 years, although this is customisable by website owners.  

dw_Technical_cookie  Performance  Technical Opt-in (GA) cookie selection  

iqosrw-_ga  Performance  
Google Analytics cookies   
(https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/cookie-
usage)  

_gid  Performance  

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This is a new 
cookie and as of Spring 2017 no information is available from Google.  It appears 
to store and update a unique value for each page visited.  

  

_gcl_au  Performance  

Contains campaign related information for a user. It takes information in ad clicks 
and stores it in this cookie so that website conversions can be attributed outside 
the landing page.  

sc.UserId  Performance  
This cookie name is associated with the SessionCam web analytics application 
from ServiceTick.  

SessionCamTestCookie  Performance  

This cookie is used by SessionCam to help understand how the user interacts with 
the page.  

sc.ASP.NET_SESSIONID  Performance  
This cookie name is associated with the SessionCam web analytics application 
from ServiceTick.  

kppid  Targeting/Advertising  
This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the website and 
any advertising that the end user may have seen before visiting the said website.  



__wyng_visitor_id  Targeting/Advertising  
This is a cookie pattern that appends a unique identifier for a website visitor, used 
for tracking purposes. The cookies in this domain have a lifespan of 10 years.  

__wyng_content_path  Targeting/Advertising  Advertising cookie   

__cfduid  Targeting/Advertising  
This domain is owned by Qualtrics, an analytics company. Site Intercept is used to 
create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  

QSI_SI_cUC7w43DSrQRqm1_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  

QSI_SI_bxzSJOGW657t469_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  

__za___ZA_mem  
  

Operational  
  

Contains session information that is used by the campaign targeting rules  

 

QSI_SI_baysksWHS6M90cl_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  

__za___ZA_mem_session  
  

Operational  
  

Contains session information that is used by the campaign targeting rules  

QSI_SI_baysksWHS6M90cl_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  

QSI_SI_b9LfJbrQa0HN6df_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  

QSI_SI_a2AyQnyzxnatyfP_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  

QSI_SI_8dnlGysutpyibJz_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  



awxxxx  
  

  

Used to attribute commission to affiliates when you arrive at the website from an 
affiliate referral link. It is set when you click on one of our links and used to let the 
advertiser and us know the website from which you came.  

QSI_SI_6hs0JB3bErTS3wF_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  

QSI_SI_6D4BTfA1Nh0KASx_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  
  

cookietest  
  

Strictly Necessary 
Cookies  

Checking your browser for blocking and allowing cookies.  

QSI_SI_4JJ1tnVewgz1Dhj_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  

QSI_SI_430lQ96XBxpPfJX_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  
  

QSI_SI_3wSReypzjEj0vNr_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  
  

 

op_session_id  
  

Strictly Necessary 
Cookies  

Session operational cookie.  

QSI_SI_3qRFW8xBgkrP4Et_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  
  

QSI_SI_3h3wcKQ564V6uQ5_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  
  

QSI_SI_3Fccag8RPxAzUZ7_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  



QSI_SI_3efClKMD9mUwHrv_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  

OptanonAlertBoxClosed  
  

Strictly Necessary  
Cookies  
  

Allows the same message not to be shown to users multiple times.  

QSI_SI_1MkaYx76rmjrz8x_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  
  

QSI_SI_1IcBW2xjPQb4mlT_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  

OptanonConsent  
  

Strictly Necessary  
Cookies  
  

It stores information about the categories of cookies the site uses and whether 
visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of each category.  

QSI_SI_1BJatlNHPMLw17f_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  
  

QSI_SI_0kOpj8gDwy4H2It_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  

QSI_SI_00WyrwvephSv4q1_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  

QSI_SI_0fvNjK68kTFgmqh_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Site Intercept is used to create targeted, engaging messages to visitors.  
  

QSI_SI_02pY7U7MVQX67at_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  

QSI_SI_00WyrwvephSv4q1_intercept  
  

Targeting/Advertising  
  

Real time bidding for display advertising to targeted audiences.  
  



QSI_SI_ewWHCOozBJ7w9tH_intercept Operational Cookies This cookie is part of "Repeated display prevention". A capability that will prevent 
an intercept from being displayed again within a time period you specify. 

QSI_SI_bDEh1PQG3FFVIk5_intercept Operational Cookies This cookie is part of "Repeated display prevention". A capability that will prevent 
an intercept from being displayed again within a time period you specify. 

QSI_SI_9FtnFAsX8WsUbuR_intercept 

 

Operational Cookies This cookie is part of "Repeated display prevention". A capability that will prevent 
an intercept from being displayed again within a time period you specify. 

QSI_SI_77D7BWREFmZBeU5_intercept 

 

Operational Cookies This cookie is part of "Repeated display prevention". A capability that will prevent 
an intercept from being displayed again within a time period you specify. 

__za_cds_19762877 Targeting/Advertising  
 

1st Party Cookies used to store information in the visitor's browser, and for 
targeting rules. To track the pages the user has visited, which products the user 
has viewed, which campaigns they have been shown. 

__za_cd_19762877 Targeting/Advertising  
 

1st Party Cookies used to store information in the visitor's browser, and for 
targeting rules. To track the pages the user has visited, which products the user 
has viewed, which campaigns they have been shown. 

_za_19762877 Targeting/Advertising  
 

1st Party Cookies used to store information in the visitor's browser, and for 
targeting rules. To track the pages the user has visited, which products the user 
has viewed, which campaigns they have been shown. 

loyaltyMatKey Operational Login authentication cookie. 

__csc_es_5f6c5021b69ed600a0e392b6  Operational 3rt party cookies. 

Adform standard URL path tracking code Targeting  
 

Adform standard URL path tracking code is used to track the visits of a website 

either on one specific page, or multiple pages -this code generates unique 

tracking points based on the URLs where it is activated from. The tracking code 

utilizes JavaScript functions, which gather visit count, basic visitor information 

(e.g. browser type, operating system or screen size) and sends this 

information along with campaign data to Adform servers. 



  


